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ABSTRACT

A simple model for the differential cross-section

that describes the angular distribution of emitted particles in

heavy-ion induced multi-step compound reactions, is constructed.

It is suggested that through a careful analysis of the deviations

of the experimental data from the pure Hauser-Feshbach behaviour

may shed light on the physical nature of the pre-compound,

heavy-ion configuration.
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Light-ion induced multi-step compound reactions

have recently been investigated both theoretically and

2)

experimentally through the statistical analysis of the cross-

section. This is primarily achieved with the generalized cross-

section auto-correlation function, which in the absence of

direct reactions, attains the form

In Eq. (1), r refers to the correlation width of the n -class

of overlapping resonances a , the corresponding fluctuation
n f cc

cross-section for the transition c -*• c' . The total average

f£
fluctuation cro* .--section is simply related to the a ' S,

through1'3'

where the it erence to a given partial wave is implicit in both

Egs. (1) ar.; (2).

lhe experimenta1 results of ref. (2) have shown

that at leas two distinctly different r '« seem to be present

in the systems studied. This clearly shows that in these

reactions at least two or more compound nuclear configurations

having different life times i ~ ' a r £ populated during the
n

transition from channel c to channel c' . An important

aspect of the pre-compound process, which has so far not oeen

given due attention, is the angular momentum (j) distribution

of the different components ° n cc« cf the average fluctuatic

cross-section, Eq. \2). In light-ion induced pre-compound
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reactions, the angular distributions of emitted particles are

ft
insensitive to the details of this J-distribution of the fncc(

J)«

This is due, in part, to the rather wide J-character of the

fluctuation cross-section in these cases . Accordingly, the

cross-sections exhibit a structureless 1/sin6 behaviour.

In the present Letter, we suggest that the angular

distribution of heavy-ion induced multi-step compound reactions,
ft

can be sensitive to the detailed J-distribution of the o ' s ,
n

and may, accordingly, be used to extract further useful

information about the pre-compound stages. We also suggest that

this information may be used to further our understanding of
4)the fusion cross-section

Some evidence has recently been presented in support

of a picture of light-heavy-ion compound reactions similar in

physical content to that given above ior light-ion induced pre-

compound reactions. Existing data on the reactions 12C(15N,a)

at E* = 22-30 MeV b ) and 12C(16O,ct) at E* = 25-35 MeV 6 ) ,

have been reanalyzed using Eqs. (1) and (2). Two quite

different correlation widths associated with two distinct classes

of resonances, were found to dominate the individual transitions.

Although the nature of the class characterized by the smaller

F , is well understood and can be adequately described within

the usual Hauser-Feshbach model , the shorter-lived heavy-ion

pre-compound (composite) class, is not as well-understood.

Clearly, one needs more information, than that supplied by

C(E) , in order to pindcwn the statistical properties of this

"composite" HI configuration. The angular distribution of

transitions dominated by the composite system, may furnish

part of this information.

The behaviour of the experimental angular distribution
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of a given Hi-induced transition via the equilibrated compound

nucleus indicates that the contributions of the partial cross

ft 9)

section, a_N(J) are well localized in angular momentm space .

Transitions to low-spin states in the residual nucleus exhibit

two important features of this localization: the center of

gravity of the window, L and its widht, AL. The period of

the regular oscillations seen in -rS is just ~ whereas
a\c li

the gradual damping of these ondulations as 9 increases is

directly related to Al». The over-all flying-wheel dependence,

1/sine , is also present.

The above mentioned facts were successfully exploited

in Ref. (10) to construct a simple, "statistical window", model

for the Hi-induced compound differential cross-section. The

expression found using a specific parametrized form of a

(derivative cf a Fermi function) is

where I refers to the spin of the residual nucleus and AT

is an over-all normalization related to the angle-integrated

cross-section).

Comparisons between exact Hauser-Feshbach calculation

and the statistical window model showed that Eq. (3) is an

excellent approximation over almost the full angular range

(except for angles in the range 0 < 8 < =- , where the

approximation used in deriving Eq. (3) break down). Short of

having an exact theory of the differential cross-section for
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heavy-ion induced multi-step compound reactions, we therefore

feel justified in using and, further extending, the statistical

window model to describe these processes.

We thus describe each of the a _,(J)' S that

appear in Egs. (1) and (2) with a suitable statistiacal window

function, constructed following the same guidelines used in

Ref. (10). The resulting differential cross-section would then

contain as many "oscillation-damping" terms (such as the one

appearing in the second term of the RHS of Eq. (3)) as there

are classes.

For a two-class dominated reaction we have

úl. â

AÍMÍ. 27TÁb,

(4)

where I and 2 refer to the pre-equilibrium (pre-compound) and

equilibrium (compound) stages, respectively. Depending on how

different the parameters of the two windows are, -jjc- may

exhibit important deviations from the normal one-class behaviour

of Eq. (3). We show in Fig. (1) one such deviation. The

period of oscillations has clearly diminished as a result of
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the larger value of Li over L2 .

We should mention that the center of gravity of the

pre-equilibrium J-window is expected, on physical ground, to

be larger than that of the equilibrated stage. The composite

heavy-ion system representing the pre-equilibrium stage is more

likely to be of a "quasi-molecular" shape characterized by an

effective moment of inertia larger than that of the sphere that

represents the equilibrated compound nucleus. The fact that Lx

is larger than L; has another immediate consequence. The

total anisotropy defined through

(5)

will be larger in a pre-equilibrium dominated reaction. This

can easily be seen for the case 1=0 , which gives, in the two-

class case being discussed,

ft =

(6)

In obtaining Eq. (6) we have assumed a very small AL and AL-

The result does not change much if we relax this assumption.

For very large B (dominance of class 1),one has R = •= (2Lj+1) -1 .

In the opposite limit B << 1 , R s l (2L2 + 1) - 1 .

At this point it is worth while comparing the above

formula for the 1=0 anisotropy with the corresponding one for

a light-ion induced reaction. Owing to the wide J-distribution

of the windows one obtains in that case
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• I -
The different forms of R given in Eqs. (6) and (7) reflects

clearly the different nature of the J-windows: narrow in heavy-

ion induced reactions and wide in light-ion induced reactions.

The effect of the pre-compound stage on other angle-

dependent physical quantities, e.g. the angular cross-correlation

function, has been discussed in Ref. (11). The coherence angles

attached to different transitions may come out quite different,

depending on the relative strength of the pre-carpound contribution.

The differences in the coherence angles reflect the differences

in the widths of the contributing classes.

This is easily seen through an examination of the
12)

angular cross correlation function, defined by

C 19,9') =
cci

i _

(3)

Restricting the calculation to pure compound processes and

ignoring spin effects, we obtain '

(9)
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« I Z K <**(L<H (*->'» tZ, (*
L* c^&/)) \(10)

where L and AL represent the position of center of gravity
itand the width of the partial fluctuation cross section a of

class n respectively and b represents the relative

contribution of class n. The function F ,(AL(9-9')) attains

a unit value at 0=9' and drops gradually to zero at large

values of the difference 9-6' . In the particular case of

channels c,c' couple strongly to a given class of doorways, n,

only one term in the expression for c{9-9') (b =1 , Eq. (10))

would then contribute. In this case the coherence angles may

be determined from

C r

leading to

(12)

with A being a constant determined by the details of tbs form

of a"(J) •

In the more general case of several classes that

couple equally strongly to the channels, then the coherence

angle, which is defined as the angle at which the envelope of

C(6-9') becomes 0.5, is determined by L and AL of all the
n n

classes contributing.

It is clear therefore that a careful experimental

investigation of the angle-dependent physical quantities in HI

multi-step compound reactions, may reveal important information
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about the width and center of gravity of the pre-equilibrium,

composite, stages. These parameters in turn carry information

about the physical nature of the composite system, e.g. its

moment of inertia.

A possible picture of the pre-compound stage discussed

above may be obtained from that of a composite system at the

grazing radius envolving towards equilibrium. Such a description

can be considered an extension of the present picture of deeply

inelastic and quasi-fusion collisions. An important physical

quantity that enters in such a description is the density of

states of the composite system. As a first approximation to

this one can use a convolution of the densities of the two

participating nuclei. This yields a density of states that

describes a system that has reached equilibrium in energy and

angular momentum, with the other degrees of freedan still relaxing.

Further, a simple calculation of this density shows a slower

decrease with angular momentum than the corresponding density

of the equilibrated systom . This fact directly leads to a

pre-compound J-window centered at a higher J-value than the

equilibrated statistical window, in accord with our expectations.

In conclusion, we have presented in this Letter a

simple model for the averaged differential cross-section that

describes the angular distribution of emitted particles in a

heavy-ion induced multi-step compound nuclear reaction. Through

a careful study of the deviations from the normal Hauser-Feshbach

behaviour, one may be able to extract the parameters of the

pre-compound statistical windows and eventually learn something

about the underlying composite configuration. This, in turn,

could shed light on the physical origin of the limitation to

the fusion cross section at E/Eo z 2 .
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FIGURE CAPTION

FIG. 1 - The angular distribution of the emitted ot-particle in

the reaction 12C(16O,a) to the 1=0 state in '"'Mg.

Solid curve represents the pure compound emission

(B=0) (Eq. (5)) and the dashed curve the result with

2 7
B=4 . The parameters were Lx = 18.5 , ALi = y ^ ,

L2 = 12.5 , AL2 = 2.7 .
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